
reflection 
molly farley and rohan gotobed: coast to coast theatre 

the act of reflecting, as in casting back a light or heat, mirroring, or giving 
back or showing an image; the state of being reflected in this way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

read 

the seven streams of the river ota by ex machina (rohan) 

this was the last play i saw before lockdown. it is a mammoth 7-hour production which 
looks back at the horrors of the 20th century, helping us to view the holocaust, the 
bombing of hiroshima, and the aids crisis through new perspectives.  

it is a deeply moving play. there is specifically a chapter, 'the mirror', which reflects what 
it means to be a survivor. utterly unforgettable.  

 

gloria by branden jacobs-jenkins (molly) 

gloria is a play that will stay with me and one i feel i will always return to for inspiration. 
act 2 explores the horrific event in act 1 (i won’t spoil it) and the ways in which we 
commodify trauma. two people that escaped what happened go on to write books 
about their experiences, neither with particularly moral reasons for doing so. it 
challenged me to reconsider the way i consume media and news about traumatic 
events. 

 



quote  

even when i have pains, i don’t have to be one. 
-    maya angelou (reflecting on her own life.) 

 

write 

revisit a powerful memory, one that you feel safe with but that still affects you.  

then, write down everything factual about that memory; the colour of the walls, the 
clothes you were wearing, the food you were eating etc.  

you must leave out any indications of emotion or feeling; nothing like “i felt like i was 
going to cry” “i was so angry with…” “i had never felt so happy”. that in itself is harder than 
it sounds!  

you now have the foundations of a potent monologue, and no one will ever know how 
personal it is (or isn’t, if you choose to throw the rules out the window). 

 

 

about molly and rohan  

molly and rohan are the co-artistic directors of coast to coast theatre 
company.  

they both graduated from the university of east anglia’s english literature 
and drama ba and during their time at uea formed coast to coast. their 
aim was, and still is, to champion the voices of regional theatre-makers. 
their company works with new writing, with a focus on socio-political 
pieces.  

molly is currently working as a producer for norwich fringe and rohan is 
the trainee director at the unicorn theatre.  
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